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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we have used a combined first principles and Calphad approach to calculate phase diagrams
in the titanium–carbon–nitrogen system, with particular focus on the vacancy-induced ordering of the
substoichiometric carbonitride phase, TiCxNy (x+y ≤ 1). Results from earlier Monte Carlo simulations of
the low-temperature binary phase diagrams are used in order to formulate sublattice models for TiCxNy
within the compound energy formalism (CEF) that are capable of describing both the low temperature
ordered and the high-temperature disordered state.We parameterize thesemodels using first-principles
calculations and then we demonstrate how they can be merged with thermodynamic descriptions of
the remaining Ti–C–N phases that are derived within the Calphad method by fitting model parameters
to experimental data. We also discuss structural and electronic properties of the ordered end-member
compounds, as well as short range order effects in the TiCxNy phase.

© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Theoretical phase diagram calculations can be divided into
two main categories; empirical (phenomenological) methods and
first-principles methods. The so-called Calphad method [1,2] is
an example of the first approach, in which models for the
thermodynamic properties of each phase, i.e. Gibbs free energy,
are fitted to experimental information in a procedure called
assessment.

The Calphad method can be made less dependent on perform-
ing new experiments by incorporating data from first-principles
calculations, which are only based on quantum mechanics (first-
principles or ab initio calculations) and statistical mechanics
(Monte Carlo, etc.) [3–5], into the assessment procedure. This task
is not necessarily straightforward since there are several cases
where first-principles calculations and experiments are known
to disagree quite significantly [6]. Consistent results are needed
in order to build compatible thermodynamic models. Difficul-
ties also arise from the need to treat finite temperature prop-
erties, which are not directly accessible from first-principles
calculations, especially when the compounds are dynamically un-
stable [7,8]. The formalism of how to apply first-principles calcu-
lations in a consistent way has been discussed in Refs. [6,9,10].
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Existing examples of combined Calphad and ab-initio approaches
include [12–20]. The present paper deals with modeling of
phase equilibria in titanium carbonitride, TiCxNy (x + y ≤ 1),
starting from first-principles calculations. The carbonitride phase,
hereafter denoted as δ, crystallizes in the cubic B1 (NaCl) struc-
ture. In the absence of dissolved oxygen δ-TiCxNy does not contain
any vacancies on themetallic sublattice (Ti), whereas the nonmetal
sublattice may incorporate a great amount of structural vacancies
(inwhich case x+y < 1) [11]. Our prime interest is to describe and
model the substoichiometry due to nonmetal vacancies. The rea-
son for our interest in TiCxNy is its unique set of properties, e.g. high
chemical stability, great hardness, highmelting point and excellent
thermal conductivity, which makes it useful for technological ap-
plications, for instance as coatingmaterial in cutting tools [21].We
use first-principles calculations together with results from earlier
Monte Carlo simulations [22,23] to derive models of Calphad type
for δ-TiCxNy and to estimate model parameters that in many cases
would be impossible to obtain from experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. First we discuss the current
theoretical and experimental understanding of δ-TiCxNy, as well
as the relevant phase equilibria in the Ti–C–N system. The details
of our first-principles calculations and the thermodynamic models
for all the Ti–C–N phases are described in Section 3. In Section 4we
present and discuss our results. Finally, we summarize our findings
in Section 5. The database derived in this work contains too much
data to be convenient to publish in printed form, we therefore
encourage interested readers to contact the authors or visit

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/calphad
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/calphad
mailto:davida@mse.kth.se
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.calphad.2008.04.007
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Table 1
Basis vectors (native coordinates χηζ ) of the sublattice sites in the {111}B1 stacking model presented in Fig. 2

Atom χ η ζ Subl. Atom χ η ζ Subl.

C 1 0 0 0 1 Ti 1 1/3 5/12 1/4 7
C 2 1/3 2/3 0 2 Ti 2 2/3 1/12 1/4 7
C 3 2/3 1/3 0 3 Ti 3 0 3/4 1/4 7
C 4 2/3 5/6 1/2 4 Ti 4 1/3 11/12 3/4 7
C 5 1/3 1/6 1/2 5 Ti 5 0 1/4 3/4 7
C 6 0 1/2 1/2 6 Ti 6 2/3 7/12 3/4 7

The ‘Subl.’ column specifies the sublattice number in the six-sublattice model, which is described in Section 3.2.7.
www.mse.kth.se/projects/cct/cct.html to obtain the parameter set
in electronic format.

2. Existing models and experiments

2.1. Titanium carbide, Ti–C

Jonsson [24], Seifert et al. [25], Dumitrescu et al. [26] and
Frisk [27] have presented Calphad assessments of the Ti–C system.
In these works the δ phase is treated as a solution phase
and modeled with a two-sublattice model, (Ti)1(C,Va)1, where
Ti completely occupies one sublattice and C partially occupies
the other, thus leaving vacancies. Carbon and vacancies form a
solid solution on the second sublattice and any ordering at low
temperature is ignored in the model. Fig. 1 shows the phase
diagram from the most recent assessment by Frisk [27]. For
an extensive review of the experimental thermodynamic data
and phase equilibria in the Ti–C system we refer the reader to
Refs. [24,26]. Both α-Ti (HCP) and β-Ti (BCC) have low solubility
of carbon. At low carbon content the δ-TiCx phase boundary
is quite steep, which hints that the phase field is limited by
the formation of an almost stoichiometric (fixed composition)
compound. From experiments [28] the δ phase is known to
order below ≈1000 ◦C, both cubic and trigonal forms of the Ti2C
compound have been observed [28–31]. Refs. [32,33] identified
cubic and trigonal Ti2C superstructures as well as a rhombohedral
Ti3C2 phase. The existence of a Ti3C2 superstructure is also
consistent with the diffuse neutron diffraction maxima observed
in TiC0.61 at 600 ◦C [22,28]. The stability of Ti2C, Ti3C2 and Ti6C5
superstructures have been confirmed by extensive theoretical
calculations using the cluster expansion technique, the generalized
perturbation method, and Monte Carlo simulations [22]. The
ordering temperatures reported by Korzhavyi et al. [22] agree well
with available experimental transition temperatures. Diffusion is
very sluggish in δ-TiCx and long annealing times are required
to reach the low-temperature equilibrium state, which makes
an experimental exploration of this part of the phase diagram
difficult. According to Korzhavyi et al. [22] the ordering of
carbon vacancies in TiCx can be rationalized in terms of filled,
partially filled and empty {111}B1 nonmetal planes. Within the
{111}B1 nonmetal planes vacancies and carbon atoms arrange in
a hexagonal pattern. This stacking and the in-plane ordering is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The ordering patterns reflect the tendency
of carbon vacancies to avoid the NN (nearest neighbor) and
2NN (second nearest neighbor) positions, but instead favor the
3NN and 4NN (third and fourth nearest neighbor) positions [22].
Stacking of the partially filled {111}B1 planes may occur along
the [1, 1/2, 1/2]B1, [1/2, 1, 1/2]B1 and [1/2, 1/2, 1]B1 directions
(also 3NN vectors). Different stacking sequences produce different
symmetries [22]. In the simplest case the stacking is linear along
one of the stacking directions. All the possible stacking sequences
are close in energy [22], thus for studying the energetics it is
sufficient to consider the simplest linear stacking scheme. By
splitting (at least) one of the nonmetal {111}B1 planes into two
or more sublattices, it is possible to describe the Ti2C, Ti3C2 and
Ti6C5 superstructures within one common sublattice model. The
Fig. 1. The Ti–C phase diagram calculated with the parameter set in Ref. [27].

corresponding unit cell ismonoclinic and it contains two nonmetal
and two metal {111}B1 planes with 12 sites in total (Fig. 2). The
lattice coordinates are summarized in Table 1. By construction
this unit cell serves as basis for a sublattice model of δ-TiCx that
is capable of describing the low-temperature ordered phases, as
well as the high-temperature disordered state. In Section 4.1.1 we
use first-principles calculations to estimate the phase stability of
the ordered TiCx structures that can be formed from the sublattice
model and in Section 4.3.1we apply the sublatticemodel to predict
phase equilibria. For the Ti2C composition there is an ordered
phase with cubic symmetry [22,34] that is marginally more stable
than the trigonal structure modeled with the unit cell in Fig. 2.

2.2. Titanium nitride, Ti–N

The two most recent Calphad assessments of the Ti–N system
are due to Jonsson [35] and Zeng et al. [36]. For a review of the
experimental thermodynamic data we refer to Jonsson [35]. The
assessed Ti–N phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Compared to the
Ti–C phase diagram in Fig. 1, both theα-Ti andβ-Ti phases dissolve
much more nitrogen than carbon. The δ-TiNx phase is similar to
the δ-TiCx phase and δ-TiNx is usually modeled in the same way as
the carbide phase. The δ-TiNx phase field is wider than the phase
field of δ-TiCx and, moreover, an ordered phase, ε-Ti2N, having
the anti-rutile structure [37,38] appears at low temperature. There
is also an ordered δ-Ti2N phase that is directly related to the
vacancy containing cubic B1 structure [31] (not shown in Fig. 3).
Lengauer [39] reported ordered hexagonal phases with the Ti4N3
and Ti3N2 stoichiometries, however these have a limited stability
range andwill not be considered in the present work. Using cluster
expansion techniques Hart et al. [23] calculated the ground-state
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Fig. 2. The stacking of filled, partially filled and empty {111}B1 planes in TiCx . The lattice coordinates are given in Table 1. (A) The underlying B1 structure with the {111}B1
planes highlighted. The Ti sites are shown in black and the nonmetal sites in white (plane 1) or in grey (plane 3). (B) The stacking of the {111}B1 planes. Only the nonmetal
sites are shown. (C) The hexagonal ordering in the first nonmetal plane. The numbers refer to the different sublattices. (D) The hexagonal ordering in the second nonmetal
plane. The numbers refer to the different sublattices.
structures of vacancy ordered TiNx. Specifically, they found stable
superstructures with the Ti2N, Ti3N2 and Ti6N5 stoichiometries.
According to their results these structures aremade up of filled and
half-filled {011}B1 planes stacked on top of each other. This vacancy
ordering is somewhat different from the {111}B1 TiCx stacking,
especially around the Ti2Ncomposition,which reflects the fact that
the vacancy–vacancy interactions are not the same in the carbide
and nitride systems. For example, the 2NN vacancy repulsion is
much stronger for carbon vacancies than for nitrogen vacancies
(see Section 4.3.2). The lowest-energy δ-Ti2N superstructure found
by Hart et al. [23] has half-filled {011}B1 nonmetal planes and it is
identical to the ordered structure reported in Ref. [31]. The {011}B1
stacking can be modeled with a unit cell of 24 sites, which in total
contains 12 {011}B1 lattice planes with two sites per plane. The
stacking direction is [1 0 2]B1. The vacancy ordered structures can
be described by splitting the nonmetal planes into two different
sublattices. The unit cell and the different sublattices are depicted
in Fig. 4 and Table 2 contains all the lattice coordinates. Closer
inspection of the {111}B1 and {011}B1 stacking models reveals that
the Ti6X5 (X is C or N) superstructures are almost identical in the
two structure models. The properties of the ordered TiNx vacancy
structures formed from the {011}B1 sublattice model are studied
in Section 4.1.2 and in Section 4.3.2 we apply this model to predict
phase equilibria.

2.3. Titanium carbonitride, Ti–C–N

The ternary Ti–C–N system was recently assessed by Frisk
et al. [41], who used the works of Jonsson [40] and Dumitrescu
et al. [26] as starting points. Refs. [26,40] contain comprehensive
Fig. 3. The Ti–N phase diagram calculated with the parameter set in Ref. [35].

compilations of available experimental thermodynamic data. Fig. 5
shows a constant temperature section at 1423 K of the Ti–C–N
phase diagram and it was obtained with the parameter set from
Frisk et al. [41]. None of the existing assessments treat any
ordering reactions in the δ-TiCxNy phase at low temperature, thus
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Fig. 4. The unit cell and the different sublattices of the {011}B1 stacking model of TiNx . The lattice coordinates are given in Table 2. Each {011}B1 plane contains both Ti and
nonmetal sites. (A) The underlying B1 structure with the different {011}B1 planes highlighted. The Ti sites are shown in black and the nonmetal sites in white (plane 1 and
4), in dark grey (plane 2 and 5) or in light grey (plane 3 and 6). (B) The stacking of the {011}B1 planes. Only the nonmetal sites are shown in plane 1. (C) The ordering in the
first {011}B1 plane. The symmetry is the same in the other {011}B1 planes, but the atomic positions are shifted in relation to the unit cell boundaries. The numbers refer to
the different sublattices and the black dots are Ti sites.
Table 2
Basis vectors (native coordinates χηζ ) of the sublattice sites in the {011}B1 stacking model presented in Fig. 4

Atom χ η ζ Subl. Atom χ η ζ Subl.

N 1 1/2 1/2 0 1 Ti 1 7/12 11/12 2/3 7
N 2 1/4 1/4 1/2 1 Ti 2 1/6 5/6 5/6 7
N 3 7/12 11/12 1/6 2 Ti 3 11/12 7/12 1/3 7
N 4 5/6 1/6 2/3 2 Ti 4 1/2 1/2 1/2 7
N 5 1/6 5/6 1/3 3 Ti 5 1/12 5/12 2/3 7
N 6 11/12 7/12 5/6 3 Ti 6 2/3 1/3 11/12 7
N 7 0 0 0 4 Ti 7 1/4 1/4 0 7
N 8 3/4 3/4 1/2 4 Ti 8 0 0 1/2 7
N 9 1/12 5/12 1/6 5 Ti 9 5/12 1/12 1/3 7
N 10 1/3 2/3 2/3 5 Ti 10 3/4 3/4 0 7
N 11 2/3 1/3 1/3 6 Ti 11 5/6 1/6 1/6 7
N 12 5/12 1/12 5/6 6 Ti 12 1/3 2/3 1/6 7

The ‘Subl.’ column specifies the sublattice number in the six-sublattice model, which is described in Section 3.2.7.
it is not possible to study how the {011}B1 (TiNy) and {111}B1
(TiCx) stacking of vacancies merge in the ternary phase field.
There is limited experimental information about ternary ordered
phases, though some early data were reported by Arbuzov [42].
By extending the binary sublattice models to the ternary case,
i.e. by allowing both carbon and nitrogen to occupy the nonmetal
sublattices, we investigate the properties of the ternary δ-TiCxNy
compounds and the ternary phase diagram in Section 4.2 and
Section 4.3.3, respectively.

3. Theoretical background

3.1. First-principles calculations

The first-principles total-energy calculations were performed
with the frozen-core all electron projector augmented wave
(PAW) method, as implemented in the ab initio total-energy and
molecular-dynamics program VASP (Vienna ab-initio simulation
package) [43–47]. The semi-core Ti-3s and Ti-3p states were
kept frozen. Including these states among the valence electrons
only resulted in minor changes for the properties of present
interest. The exchange and correlation effects were treated
with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [48], since
this parameterization is known to give an accurate description
of both TiC and TiN [49]. The equilibrium volume of every
structure was determined by optimizing all internal structural
parameters, i.e. both the shape of the unit cell and the atomic
positions, at constant cell volume and then minimizing the
energy by performing the same procedure at several cell volumes
around the equilibrium. The internal structural parameters were
relaxed until the Hellman–Feynman forces on each ion were
negligible (<0.01 eV/Å). By fitting the calculated total energies
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Fig. 5. The Ti–C–N phase diagram at 1423 K calculated with the parameter set in
Ref. [41].

to the Murnaghan equation of state [50] we obtained the
pressure–volume relation and an estimate of the bulk modulus
(B) as well as of its pressure derivative (B′). The convergence with
respect to the k-point mesh and the cut-off energy for the plane
wave basis set were carefully checked. We used a cut-off energy of
400 eV for all our calculations. Monkhorst–Pack 8 × 8 × 8 k-point
meshes [51] were used for both the {111}B1 and {011}B1 stacking
sequence unit cells, which correspond to 256 and 90 irreducible k
points, respectively. The Brillouin-zone integrationwas performed
using theMethfessel–Paxton smearing with a smearing parameter
of 0.20 eV. The electronic density of states (DOS) was obtained
with 11 × 11 × 11 k-point meshes for both the {111}B1 and the
{011}B1 stacking sequence unit cells (366 irreducible k-points for
the {111}B1 stacking sequence unit cell and 216 for the {011}B1
stacking sequence unit cell) together with the linear tetrahedron
method with Blöchl corrections [52].

In order to estimate the relative phase stability of nonstoichio-
metric carbides and nitrides we need to establish the reference
energies of Ti, C and N. For reasons of compatibility with ex-
isting thermodynamic databases we use α-Ti, graphite and the
N2 molecule as reference states. The energies of α-Ti and N2
are rather straightforward to calculate with density functional
schemes, however this is not the case for graphite. Graphite is built
up fromhexagonal sheets of carbon atoms.Within these sheets the
carbon atoms are covalently bonded, but the bonding between the
sheets is of long-range van der Waals type, which is not well de-
scribed by any of the standard approximations for the exchange-
correlation effects [53]. To overcome this problem we calculated
the total energy of carbon in the diamond structure and then we
used the assessed heat of transformation between the diamond
and graphite structures [54] to estimate the stability of graphite.
The formation energy of TiCxNy is defined as

Hf = (H(TiCxNy) − H(α-Ti) − xH(C, Graphite)

−
y
2
H(N2,Gas))/(1 + x + y). (1)

Here H(TiCxNy) is the fully relaxed energy of TiCxNy, H(α-Ti) is
the energy of titanium in its ground-state hexagonal close-packed
structure, and H(N2, Gas) is the energy of a nitrogen molecule.

3.2. Calphad modeling

We will use the compound energy formalism (CEF) to model
Gibbs free energy of the binary and ternary Ti–C–N solution
phases [55]. The model parameters of the δ phase are derived
solely from first-principles calculations, but for the other phases,
i.e. the α-Ti, β-Ti, liquid (L) and gas phases, we rely on
experimental data. Below we describe the CEF models in detail.
The thermodynamic models have been implemented using the
Thermo-Calc software [56].

3.2.1. α-Ti
Dissolution of carbon and nitrogen in α-Ti is modeled with a

two-sublattice model of the (Ti)1(C,N,Va)0.5 form [40] and the
Gibbs energy of the ternary system is thus given by

Gα
m = yVa ◦ Gα

Ti + yC ◦ Gα
TiC0.5 + yN ◦ Gα

TiN0.5

+ 0.5RT (yVa ln yVa + yC ln yC + yN ln yN)

+ yVayC 0 Lα
C,Va + yVayN 0 Lα

N,Va + yCyN 0 Lα
C,N. (2)

Here ◦ Gα
Ti is the Gibbs energy of pure α-Ti, which was adopted

from the Scientific Group Thermodata Europe (SGTE) element
database [54]. ◦ Gα

TiX0.5
(X is C or N) is the Gibbs energy of a

hypothetical hexagonal TiX0.5 carbide or nitride. The rudimentary
character of this solution model makes it of little interest to use
first-principles values for the stability of the TiX0.5 carbide or
nitride. The calculated values will not correspond to the desired
model parameter values, since these are rather dictated by the
solution behavior close to pure α-Ti. The temperature dependence
of ◦ Gα

TiX0.5
was assumed to be a weighted average of α-Ti and

δ-TiC or δ-TiN. A K1 + K2T term (K1 and K2 are constants)
was optimized to reproduce experimental phase boundaries. The
interaction parameter was set to zero for carbon (0 Lα

C,Va), but
optimized for nitrogen (0 Lα

N,Va). To keep themodel simple we have
not used any ternary interaction parameter.

3.2.2. β-Ti
Dissolution of carbon and nitrogen in β-Ti is modeled with

a two-sublattice model of the (Ti)1(C,N,Va)3 form [40]. For the
ternary system the Gibbs energy is thus given by

Gβ
m = yVa ◦ Gβ

Ti + yC ◦ Gβ

TiC3
+ yN ◦ Gβ

TiN3

+ 3RT (yVa ln yVa + yC ln yC + yN ln yN)

+ yVayC 0 Lβ

C,Va + yVayN 0 Lβ

N,Va + yCyN 0 Lβ

C,N, (3)

where ◦ Gβ

Ti is the Gibbs energy of pure β-Ti, which was taken
from the SGTE element database [54]. Another alternative would
be to determine the phase stability (◦ Gβ

Ti) directly using first-
principles calculations, however this value will not describe the
properties of β-Ti correctly. This is due to the fact that β-Ti is
dynamically unstable at low temperature [57]. The dynamical
instability implies that the hypothetical low-temperature β-Ti
structure spontaneously transforms into a second structure upon
an infinitesimal distortion, which also renders the entropy
undefined. By describing this instability in terms of a double-well
potential it is possible to work around this problem and reconcile
the first-principles predictions with the measured properties at
high temperature [58]. Though, this approach will not be applied
here. The Gibbs energy of the hypothetical TiX3 (◦ G

β

TiX3
) carbide or

nitridewas given a sufficiently large value to prevent the BCCphase
from appearing at high X concentrations. ◦ Gβ

TiX3
was assumed to

have a temperature dependence equal to a composition weighted
average of the pure elements in their standard states. The
interaction parameter 0 Lβ

C,Va was allowed to vary linearly with
temperature and it was optimized to reproduce experimental
phase boundaries. A constant interaction parameter 0 Lβ

N,Va was
used in the fitting procedure. The ternary interaction parameter,
0 Lβ

C,N, was set to zero.
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3.2.3. The liquid phase
The liquid phase (L) was modeled with a simple substitutional

model, in which the Gibbs energy of the ternary system takes the
form [40]

GL
m = xTi ◦ GL

Ti + xC ◦ GL
C + xN ◦ GL

N

+ RT (xTi ln xTi + xC ln xC + xN ln xN) + xTixC 0 LLTi,C

+ xTixN(0 LLTi,N + (xN − xTi) 1 LLTi,N) + xTixCxN 0 LLTi,C,N, (4)

where xTi, xC and xN denote the mole fraction of Ti, C and N,
respectively. ◦ GL

Ti,
◦ GL

C and ◦ GL
N represent the Gibbs energy of

liquid Ti, hypothetical liquid nitrogen and hypothetical liquid
carbon, respectively. All of these parameters were taken from
the SGTE element database [54]. The interaction parameters were
fitted to experimentally determined equilibria with the solid and
gas phases. The 1 LLTi,X parameter was only used for nitrogen and
1 LLTi,C = 0. The ternary interaction parameter 0 LLTi,C,N was not used.

3.2.4. The gas phase
The gas phase was treated as an ideal gas and the following

constituent species were included; N1, N2, N3, C1, C2, C3, Ti1, CN,
CNN, NCN, C2N, C2N2, and C4N2. All data were taken from the SGTE
substance database [59].

3.2.5. The ε phase
The ε phase (Ti2X) has the anti-rutile structure [38] and in the

binary subsystems it was described as a stoichiometric compound.
The temperature dependence was assumed to be a composition
weighted average of α-Ti and δ-TiX. First-principles calculations
were used to establish the low temperature stabilities. For ε-Ti2N
a K1T term was adjusted to fit the experimentally determined
decomposition temperature [37]. The same procedure could not
be applied in the carbide case since the ε phase is metastable
and consequently there is no experimental information. In the
ternary system carbon and nitrogen atoms were assumed to mix
randomly on the nonmetal sublattice andwe did not introduce any
interaction parameters.

3.2.6. The graphite phase
Graphite was modeled as pure carbon and the thermodynamic

parameters were taken from the SGTE element database [54].

3.2.7. The δ phase
We have tried several different sublattice models for the δ

phase. The simplest model contains two sublattices, (Ti)1(C,N,
Va)1, and it is similar to the models used in existing assessments.
The expression for the Gibbs energy is

Gδ
m = yVa ◦ Gδ

Ti + yC ◦ Gδ
TiC + yN ◦ Gδ

TiN

+ RT (yVa ln yVa + yC ln yC + yN ln yN)

+ yVayC 0 Lδ
C,Va + yVayN 0 Lδ

N,Va + yCyN 0 Lδ
C,N. (5)

◦ Gδ
TiC,

◦ Gδ
TiN and ◦ Gδ

Ti are the free energies of δ-TiC, δ-TiN and
metastable fcc-Ti. The low temperature enthalpies (298 K) were
obtained from first-principles calculations, but the corresponding
entropy values were taken from existing assessments [41]. The
temperature dependence of ◦ Gδ

Ti was set equal to that of α-Ti.
For ◦ Gδ

TiC and ◦ Gδ
TiN we used the temperature dependent parts

from the assessment by Frisk et al. [41], which in turn were
fitted to the experimental heat content and heat capacities. In
the two-sublattice model interaction parameters must be used
in order to obtain a realistic thermodynamic description. In the
present work the interaction parameters were allowed to depend
quadratically on temperature, however a linear dependencewould
have been sufficient to reproduce the thermodynamic information.
The ternary interaction parameter was not used.

The two-sublattice model cannot account for any ordering
reactions. In order to capture these phenomenawemust formulate
a multisublattice model that is consistent with the ordering
patterns of TiCx and TiNx. In Section 2 we showed that the ordered
structures of TiCx and TiNx can be described with two different
units cells that contain 12 (TiCx) or 24 (TiNx) lattice sites. Based on
these two unit cells it is possible to derive appropriate sublattice
models. For clarity the remaining discussion will be made for the
binary Ti-X system (X is C or N), however extension to the ternary
case is simply done by allowing carbon, nitrogen and vacancies on
each sublattice and modifying the equations accordingly.

The ordered Ti6X5, Ti3X2 and Ti2X phases that belong to the
{111}B1 stacking family can be modeled using either three, four
or six nonmetal sublattices and one sublattice that only con-
tains Ti atoms. The first model (three nonmetal sublattices) is
written as (Ti)6(X,Va)3(X,Va)2(X,Va)1. Each parentheses indi-
cates a separate sublattice and the subscripts denote the num-
ber of sites in each sublattice. The first nonmetal sublattice
constitutes a full {111}B1 plane and the last two sublattices to-
gether make up the second nonmetal {111}B1 plane in the unit
cell (see Fig. 2). Another possibility is to split also the first non-
metal plane into two sublattices, which yields a model of the
(Ti)6(X,Va)2(X,Va)1(X,Va)2(X,Va)1 form (four nonmetal sublat-
tices). Finally, all nonmetal sites can be treated as separate sublat-
tices, which yields a total of six nonmetal sublattices. This model is
written as (Ti)6(X,Va)1(X,Va)1(X,Va)1(X,Va)1(X,Va)1(X,Va)1.
The three-, four- and six-sublattice models (here we count only
nonmetal sublattices) predict the same ordered structures at
low temperature (some exceptions exist for the three-sublattice
model), but at finite temperature their predictions differ. The
three- and four-sublattice models are not able to predict a com-
pletely disordered distribution of elements among sublattices [55],
which is a severe drawback since the high temperature disordered
phase will then be incorrectly represented. Following Ref. [55],
for the two-sublattice model (A, B)P(A, B)Q with Gibb’s energy
defined according to (ideal solid solution)

Gm = y(1)
A y(2)

A GA:A + y(1)
A y(2)

B GA:B

+ y(1)
B y(2)

A GB:A + y(1)
B y(2)

B GB:B + RTP(y(1)
A ln y(1)

A + y(1)
B ln y(1)

B ) (6)

+ RTQ (y(2)
A ln y(2)

A + y2B ln y(2)
B ), (7)

this property can be shown by realizing that at equilibrium the
following equality must be fulfilled;

Q
∂Gm

∂y(1)
A

− P
∂Gm

∂y(2)
A

+ Q
∂Gm

∂y(1)
B

− P
∂Gm

∂y(2)
B

= xB(GA:B − GB:A) + RT (P − Q )

+ xA(GB:A − GA:B) + RT (P − Q ) = 0. (8)

Here we used that for the disordered state y(1)
A = y(2)

A = xA and
y(1)
B = y(2)

B = xB. The last equility follows from ∂Gm
∂y(1)A

=
∂Gm
∂y(2)A

=

∂Gm
∂y(1)B

=
∂Gm
∂y(2)B

= 0 at equilibrium and, apart from special cases, this

can only be fulfilled if P = Q and GA:B = GB:A, i.e. if sublattice
(1) and (2) contain the same number of sites and are equivalent.
The reasoning above can be extended to any number of sublattices.
It is possible to correct for this deficiency by adding interaction
parameters of Redlich–Kister form that force the minimum to
occur for the disordered site distribution at sufficiently high
temperature [55]. Due to the multisublattice character of our
models this solution turns out to be impractical. The six-sublattice
model has the same number of sites in each sublattice, which, at
sufficiently high temperature, results in a minimum Gibbs energy
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Table 3
The compound column lists all the end-member compounds in the six-sublattice models for a hypothetical A–B system

Compound αA–B
1 (R1) αA–B

2 (R2) αA–B
3 (R4) αA–B

4 (R5) αA–B
5 (R6)

R1 =
a
2 〈110〉 R2 = a 〈100〉 R3 =

a
2 〈112〉 R4 = a 〈110〉 R5 =

a
2 〈130〉

AAAAAA 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0

AAAAAB, AAAABA, AAABAA, −0.2; −0.2 −0.2; −0.2 0.2; 0.2 0; 0 0; 0
AABAAA, AABAAA, BAAAAA

AAAABB, AAABAB, AAABBA, −0.125; −0.25 −0.5; 0 0.125; 0.25 0.375; −0.1250 0; −0.1250
BBAAAA, BABAAA, ABBAAA
BAABAA, ABAABA, AABAAB −0.25; −0.25 0; 0 0.25; 0.25 −0.25; −0.25 0; 0

BAAABA, BAAAAB, ABABAA, −0.25; −0.125 0; −0.5 0.25; 0.125 −0.25; 0.25 0; 0.125
ABAAAB, AABBAA, AABABA

AAABBB, BBBAAA 0; −1/3 −1; 1/3 0; 1/3 1; −1/3 0; −1/3

AABBBA, ABABAB, BAAABB, −2/9; −1/9 −1/9; −5/9 2/9; 1/9 −1/9; 3/9 0; 1/9
BBAAAB, BABABA, ABBBAA

AABABB, AABBAB, ABAABB, −2/9; −2/9 −1/9; −1/9 2/9; 2/9 −1/9; −1/9 0; 0
ABABBA, BAABAB, BAABBA,
BBAABA, BBABAA, BABBAA,
BABAAB, ABBABA, ABBAAB

ABBBAB, ABBBBA, BABABB, −0.25; −0.125 0; −0.5 0.25; 0.125 −0.25; 0.25 0; 0.125
BABBBA, BBAABB, BBABAB

ABBABB, BABBAB, BBABBA −0.25; −0.25 0; 0 0.25; 0.25 −0.25; −0.25 0; 0

BBBBAA, BBBABA, BBBAAB, −0.125; −0.25 −0.5; 0 0.125; 0.25 0.375; −0.125 0; −0.125
AABBBB, ABABBB, BAABBB

BBBBBA, BBBBAB, BBBABB, −0.2; −0.2 −0.2; −0.2 0.2; 0.2 0; 0 0; 0
BBABBB, BBABBB, ABBBBB

BBBBBB 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0

A–B corresponds to X–Va in the (Ti)6(X,Va)1(X,Va)1(X,Va)1(X,Va)1(X,Va)1(X,Va)1 model and the table notation omits the Ti sublattice. The compounds that are grouped
together are equivalent. Thenotation is the same for the {111}B1 and {011}B1 stackingmodels. The remaining columns show theA–BeffectiveWarren–Cowley SROparameters
up to the fifth coordination shell (see text). The vector Ri (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) represents the site separation for coordination shell i. The values for the {111}B1 stacking and the
{011}B1 stacking are separated by ‘; ’.
for the disordered site distribution. Another consequence of the
incomplete symmetry properties of the three- and four-sublattice
models is that, compared to the six-sublattice model and the
Monte-Carlo simulations in Ref. [22], they predict an incorrect
topology for the ordering reactions in δ-TiCx. All together, neither
the three- nor the four-sublattice model is capable of representing
the true physical properties of TiCx and for that reason we prefer
to work with the six-sublattice model, even though this choice
introduces some additional complexity. For example, the number
of end-member compoundswill be significantly higher than for the
three- and four-sublatticemodels. The crystallographic view of the
six-sublattice division is specified in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2.
Table 3 lists all the end-member compounds in the six-sublattice
model and summarizes their X–Va correlation properties (see
Section 4.3.1 for further discussion). The CEF expression for the
Gibbs energy in the six-sublattice model is

Gδ
m =

∑
y(1)
i y(2)

j y(3)
k y(4)

l y(5)
m y(6)

n
◦ GTi:i:j:k:l:m:n

+ RT
(∑

y(1)
i ln y(1)

i +

∑
y(2)
j ln y(2)

j

+

∑
y(3)
k ln y(3)

k +

∑
y(4)
l ln y(4)

l

+

∑
y(5)
m ln y(5)

m +

∑
y(6)
n ln y(6)

n

)
+

EGm . (9)

Here ◦GTi:i:j:k:l:m:n is the free energy of the (Ti)6(i)1(j)1(k)1(l)1(m)1

(n)1 (i, j, k, l,m, n = X or Va) end-member compound and y(1)
i is

the site fraction of component i in sublattice 1, etc. The first sum
covers all end-member compounds and the remaining sums cover
all sublattice constituents.

The Ti6X5, Ti3X2 and Ti2X compounds that order according
to the {011}B1 stacking pattern can be described by dividing
the nonmetal sublattice in the 24-site unit cell (Fig. 4) into
four or six separate sublattices. We prefer the six-sublattice
division, since only this model fulfill the symmetry conditions
(equal number of sites in all the nonmetal sublattices) that
are required in order to predict the correct phase diagram
topology. In the {011}B1 six-sublatticemodel, which is represented
as (Ti)12(X,Va)2(X,Va)2(X,Va)2(X,Va)2(X,Va)2(X,Va)2, all the
{011}B1 planes are split into two different sublattices. Each of these
two sublattices are then joined with the corresponding sites on
the third nearest neighbor {011}B1 plane to form one common
sublattice. In total the 24-site unit cell contains six {011}B1 planes.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4 and the sublattice division is
specified in Table 2. All the end-member compounds in the {011}B1
six-sublattice model are listed in Table 3 together with their X–Va
correlation properties. The expression for the Gibbs free energy
of the {011}B1 model is equivalent to Eq. (9), but with a factor of
2 in front of the configurational entropy terms, which accounts
for the sublattice multiplicity. It would be virtually impossible to
estimate all the end-member energies in the {111}B1 and {011}B1
multisublattice models from experimental data; however first-
principles calculations give us access to the properties of the
ordered compounds at low temperature (the enthalpies at 0 K). In
order to predict thermodynamic properties at finite temperature
we also need to know the free energy as function temperature.
In the following discussion we refer to the phonon and electronic
contributions to the free energy, since the contributions from
the configurational energy and entropy are modeled with the
site fraction expansion in Eq. (9). For pure compounds and
certain stoichiometric phases, e.g. α-Ti and δ-TiC, the thermal
properties are often well known from experiments. Conversely,
the thermal properties of for example nonstoichiometric titanium
nitride (TiNx) are not known from experiments. For our purpose
this implies that the temperature dependence of the end-member
energies (◦GTi:i:j:k:l:m:n) is unknown for the vacancy-containing
compounds. However, as a good approximation one may estimate
the temperature dependence as a compositionweighted average of
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the temperature dependence of ◦ Gδ
Ti and

◦ Gδ
TiX, which are known

from experiments (we recall that the temperature dependence
of ◦ Gδ

Ti is assumed to be equal to the temperature dependent
part of ◦ Gα

Ti). This procedure is equivalent to the so-called
Neumann–Kopp rule [60] and, unless otherwise stated, we will
use this approach. The thermal contribution to the free energy
from lattice vibrations can also be estimated by calculating the
phonon spectra for each nonstoichiometric compound using first-
principles calculations, as was recently done for a range of
stoichiometric transitionmetal carbides and nitrides [61]. This will
provide an estimate for the deviation from the Neumann–Kopp
rule. Because of the huge time consumption of such calculations,
they are presently deemed impractical. Instead we prefer to use a
simpler approach, based on the Debye–Grüneisen model [60], to
calculate the phonon contribution the temperature dependence of
the compound energies. We are primarily interested in estimating
not the absolute values, but rather the deviation from the
Neumann–Kopp rule. The reason for this is that we do not want
to alter the well-established thermal properties of α-Ti, δ-TiC and
δ-TiN. Additionally, the Debye–Grüneisen model is more accurate
for studying systematic deviations from the reference state (the
Neumann–Kopp rule) than the absolute thermal properties of the
δ phase compounds. Recently Lu et al. discussed the application
of a Debye–Grüneisen model to pure elements [62] as well as to
binary carbides and nitrides [63]. In the Debye–Grüneisen model
the expressions for the vibrational energy (ED) and entropy (SD)
are [60]

ED(T , V ) =
9
8
NkBθD + 3NkBTD

(
θD

T

)
(10)

and

SD(T , V ) = 3NkB

(
4
3
D
(

θD

T

)
− ln

(
1 − exp−

θD

T

))
. (11)

HereN is the number of atoms, kB is the Boltzmann constant, θD(V )
denotes the Debye temperature and D the Debye function. In or-
der to evaluate Eqs. (10) and (11) the Debye temperature as well
as its volume dependence (anharmonic contribution to the lat-
tice vibrations) must be known. According to Ref. [63] the Dug-
dale–MacDonald (DM) [64] expression for the volume dependence
of θD(V ), i.e. the Grüneisen parameter, gives reasonable results for
most carbides and nitrides, and consequently we adopt thismodel.
The DM expression [64] for θD(V ) of TiXx reads [63]

θD(V ) = k(ν)
h̄

kB
√
rm

(6π2rNA)
1
3 V

2
3

(
−

∂P(V )

∂V
−

2
3
P
V

) 1
2

, (12)

where r = 1+ xX/(1− xX ), NA is Avogadro’s number, V is volume
per mole TiXx and h̄ is the Planck constant (over 2π ). The factor
r accounts for the variable stoichiometry of TiXx. The mass m is
an effective atomic mass defined as the logarithmic average of all
themasses in the formula unit. Finally, k(ν), which depends on the
Poisson ratio ν, is given by

k(ν) =

(
2
3

(
2(1 + ν)

3(1 − 2ν)

) 3
2

+
1
3

(
1 + ν

3(1 − ν)

) 3
2
)−

1
3

. (13)

Lu et al. [63] used ν as fitting parameter to reproduce experimental
Debye temperatures, but ν can also be calculated from theoretical
models of the elastic material properties, see for example Ref. [65].
In the present work we make the simplifying assumption that ν
varies linearly with the composition between the Ti and TiX end
points. Our results and conclusions do not critically depend on
this choice. The Poisson ratio of α-Ti was taken from experiments,
while we used the fitted values due to Lu et al. [63] for δ-TiX (these
are in good agreement with experiments). In order to evaluate
Eq. (12) the pressure–volume relationmust be established. For this
purpose we applied the Murnaghan equation of state [50], which
was fitted to the calculated energy–volume curve. The total Gibbs
energy is

G(T , V ) = E(V ) + ED(T , V ) − TSD(T , V ). (14)

E(V ) is the 0 K total energy, including the volume dependence
according to the Murnaghan equation of state. The contributions
due to thermal electronic excitations, Eel(T , V ) and Sel(T , V ), are
assumed to be small and it is therefore neglected in Eq. (14).
The equilibrium volume for each temperature is determined by
minimizing the Helmholtz Free energy and this volume is then
used for evaluating the Gibbs free energy according to Eq. (14).
Finally, the deviation from the Neumann–Kopp rule is estimated
by calculating the difference between G(T , V ) for a particular
compound and the composition weighted average of G(T , V ) for
δ-Ti and δ-TiX.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Thermodynamic properties of the end-member compounds

4.1.1. Titanium carbide, TiCx
Fig. 6 shows the calculated formation energies (Hf ) of the

{111}B1 TiCx end-member compounds. The analogous formation
energies, but expressed with respect to fcc-Ti and δ-TiC, are
plotted in the inset. There are several data points for each
composition, which follows from the fact that a particular
composition can be realized by filling different sublattices with
carbon atoms. We confirm the stability of the vacancy ordered
Ti6C5 (AAAAAB{111}), Ti3C2 (AAAABB{111}) and Ti2C (AAABBB{111})
structures and we predict a minimum formation energy at the
Ti6C5 composition. For the most stable Ti6C5, Ti3C2 and Ti2C
compounds every second nonmetal {111}B1 plane is completely
filled with carbon atoms, while the other nonmetal plane is
either empty (Ti2C) or partially filled (Ti3C2 and Ti6C5). Fig. 6
also includes the formation energy of cubic Ti2C, which is slightly
lower in energy than the trigonal form [34] described by our
sublattice model. For stoichiometric TiC our calculated value
agrees with experiments [27,66–68] within the expected error
limits. The experimental data for nonstoichiometric TiCx [27,66–
74] arewidely spread and our theoretical predictions lie within the
same range. In accordancewith carbon activity data for TiCx [27,75]
our calculations predict a minimum formation energy at the Ti6C5
composition. The existence of this minimum is not immediately
obvious from experimental formation energies alone [27]. Since δ-
TiCx is metastable with respect to α-Ti + δ-TiCx for xC < 0.375
(x < 0.6) it is not possible to investigate this range experimentally.
The curvature of the stability line in the inset of Fig. 6 indicates that
the δ phase has a miscibility gap for xC < 1/3 (x < 0.5).

In Fig. 7 we compare the electronic density of states (DOS)
for Ti6C5 (AAAAAB{111}) and for vacancy-free TiC. Clearly both
compounds are metallic and the maximum stability of Ti6C5 is
related to filling of the vacancy induced states just below the
Fermi level. The projected density of states reveals that these states
(narrow peaks in the vicinity of the Fermi level ±1 eV) are due
to an increased C-2p–Ti-3d hybridization, which counteracts the
energy cost of breaking bonds upon removal of C from TiC [76].
The stability of the Ti2C structure with empty lattice planes is
related to the formation of a gap within the C-2p–Ti-3d band and
a minimum DOS close to the Fermi level (see dotted line in Fig. 8).
These features are not present for the other Ti2C structures, whose
DOS are also plotted in Fig. 8. The C-2p–Ti-3d gap separates the
lower part of the band that consists of hybridized p–d states and
the upper part of mainly Ti-3d character. The gap originates from
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Fig. 6. The formation energy (Hf ) of the {111}B1 TiCx end-member compounds at
0 K. The cubic form of Ti2C is also included. The experimental data were taken from
Frisk et al. [27] and references therein (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [27]). The experimental
data refers to 298 K. The inset shows the corresponding formation energies
expressed with respect to fcc-Ti and δ-TiC. The solid line connects the lowest-
energy structures. From low to high carbon concentration these structures are
AAAAAA{111} , AAAAAB{111} , AABAAB{111} , AAABBB{111} , AABBBB{111} , ABBBBB{111}
and BBBBBB{111} .

Fig. 7. The DOS of Ti6C5 and TiC. The Fermi level is at 0 eV.

the absence of p–d bonds within and across the empty {111}B1
planes.

In Fig. 9 we compare the stability of TiCx in the {011}B1 stacking
model with the most stable {111}B1 structures. For the Ti2C
composition the ground state {111}B1 structure is undoubtedly
more stable than the corresponding {011}B1 structures, but for
other compositions the energy difference between the lowest-
energy structures in the two stacking models is quite small. The
degeneracy for compositions away from Ti2C can be rationalized
in terms similar carbon-vacancy correlation functions (see Table 3).
The {011}B1 and {111}B1 models are identical at the Ti and TiC ends.

The calculated molar volumes (Vm) of the {111}B1TiCx end-
member compounds are plotted in Fig. 10. Compared to ex-
periments [30,77–79] the molar volume is overestimated by
approximately 1%, a typical systematic error of DFT calculations
employing the generalized gradient approximation.Vm depends on
the exact configuration of carbon vacancies, i.e. two end-members
with the same carbon composition have different molar volume.
For each composition the molar volume of the most stable end-
member compound is highlighted in Fig. 10. Except for the Ti6C2
composition the smallestmolar volume is associatedwith themost
stable end-member compound. The most stable Ti2C structure,
with one completely empty {111}B1 lattice plane (AAABBB{111}),
has a molar volume that is significantly lower than the molar
Fig. 8. The DOS of Ti2C in the AAABBB{011} , ε-Ti2N and AAABBB{111} structure types.
The Fermi level is at 0 eV.

Fig. 9. The formation energy (Hf ) of the {011}B1 TiCx end-member compounds at
0 K. The lowest-energy {111}B1 compounds are also included.

Fig. 10. Themolar volume (Vm) of the {111}B1 TiCx end-member compounds at 0 K.
For each composition the volume of the most stable structure is plotted with black
solid dots (compare Fig. 6). Experimental values from Refs. [77] (Ramqvist), [78]
(Bittner et al.), [79] (Fernandes et al.) and [30] (Moisy-Maurice et al.) are also
included. Unless otherwise noted the experimental data refers to 298 K.

volume for the structures with carbon atoms spread over all the
{111}B1 planes. The ground-state Ti6C2 compound does not have
any empty lattice planes, but some of the metastable compounds
do, which explains why it does not correspond to the smallest Vm.
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Fig. 11. The bulk modulus (B) of TiCx in the {111}B1 stacking model at 0 K.
The solid dots correspond to the lowest-energy end-member compounds for each
composition and the open dots to the remaining structures (see text for discussion).
The experimental values are from Refs. [80] (Yang et al.) and [81] (Young) (298 K).

The minimum Hf as function of composition occurs at the Ti6C5
composition, which corresponds to a maximum of Vm. This maxi-
mum also exists in experiments, though less pronounced, which is
related to the disordered character of the experimental samples.
Fig. 11 shows the bulk moduli of the {111}B1 TiCx end-member
compounds as function of composition. Our calculations predict
a negative deviation from a linear concentration dependence. At
the Ti2C composition, the structurewith completely empty {111}B1
planes (AAABBB{111}) and the cubic Ti2C structure have remark-
ably low bulk modulus compared to the other compounds at the
same composition. These low values also deviate from the gen-
eral trend suggested by the data points for the other carbon com-
positions, which is related to the fact that both the AAABBB{111}
and the cubic Ti2C structures have planes that contain only va-
cancies. Due to the absence of covalent p–d bonds within and
across the empty {111}B1 planes they offer a simple deformation
mode, which results in low bulk modulus. The same argument ex-
plains the low bulkmodulus of the Ti6C2 compoundwhere the car-
bon atoms occupy the same {111}B1 plane (AABBBB{111}). The bulk
modulus is higher when the carbon atoms instead occupy two dif-
ferent {111}B1 planes (ABBABB{111}). There is a small disagreement
between our calculated bulkmodulus for δ-TiC and the experimen-
tal values reported in Refs. [80,82].

4.1.2. Titanium nitride, TiNx
Fig. 12 shows the calculated formation energies (Hf ) of the

{011}B1TiNx end-member compounds and Fig. 13 contains the
same information for the {111}B1 end-members. The stability of
the vacancy ordered Ti6N5 (AAAAAB{011}), Ti3N2 (AABAAB{011}) and
Ti2N (AAABBB{011}) superstructures is confirmed. Our calculations
agree well with experiments [71,83], though there are some
deviation for large vacancy fractions (close to xN = 1/3). For the
Ti2N composition the lowest-energy {011}B1 stacking of vacancies
is clearly more stable than the lowest-energy {111}B1 stacking.
However, away from this composition the difference between
the lowest-energy structures in the two stacking models is small,
which follows from the argument of similar correlation functions
that was applied for TiCx in Section 4.1.1. The most stable {111}B1
Ti2N structure (see Fig. 13) does not have any empty {111}B1
nonmetal planes, but instead the vacancies are distributed over the
two {111}B1 nonmetal planes in the unit cell (AABABB{111}). In this
way the {111}B1 structure type tries to mimic the properties of the
most stable {011}B1 stacking structure. Unlike TiCx, TiNx does not
exhibit any global minimum of Hf at the Ti6X5 composition and,
Fig. 12. The formation energy (Hf ) of the {011}B1 TiNx end-member compounds
at 0 K. The ε phase is also included. The experimental data refers to 298 K
and they are from Refs. [71] (Humphrey) and [83] (Morozova). The inset shows
the corresponding formation energies expressed with respect to fcc-Ti and δ-
TiN. The solid line connects the lowest-energy structures. From low to high
nitrogen contents the most stable structure types are AAAAAA{011} , AAAAAB{011} ,
AABAAB{011} , AAABBB{011} , BBABBA{011} , BBBBBA{011} and BBBBBB{011} .

Fig. 13. The formation energy (Hf ) of the {111}B1 TiNx end-member compounds at
0 K, compared to the most stable {011}B1 structures.

correspondingly, there is neither any optimal filling of the vacancy
induced states below the Fermi level (see Fig. 14) nor any DOS
minimum at the Fermi level. Fig. 15 compares the DOS for Ti2N
in the AAABBB{011}, ε-Ti2N and AAABBB{111} type of structures. A
clear minimum appears at the Fermi level for both the {011}B1 and
the ε-Ti2N structures, while this feature is missing for the {111}B1
structure. The stability difference between the first two structures
and the latter (see Fig. 13) can be explained by the appearance of
this DOSminimum and the optimal N-2p–Ti-3d hybridization that
it reflects. The most prominent local DOS minimum belongs to the
ε phase, which is also the ground-state structure. Fig. 8 contains
the same DOS plots as Fig. 15, but for the Ti–C system. There is no
sign of any local DOS minimum for either the AAABBB{011} or the
ε-Ti2C structures, however for the {111}B1 compound there is
a deep minimum just below the Fermi level. The latter is also
the most stable structure, however not even this structure is
stable enough to appear in the equilibrium phase diagram at low
temperature (see Section 4.3.1). The appearance of a deep DOS
minimum for Ti2N and the absence of this feature in the Ti–C
system directly relates to the higher solubility of N vacancies
compared to C vacancies in the δ phase. The convexity of the
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Fig. 14. The DOS of Ti6N5 and TiN. The Fermi level is at 0 eV.

Fig. 15. The DOS of Ti2N in the AAABBB{011} , ε-Ti2N and AAABBB{111} type
structures. The Fermi level is at 0 eV.

stability line in the inset of Fig. 12 for xN < 1/3 indicates a
miscibility gap, but this will not be visible in experiments since the
α-Ti + ε-Ti2N phase mixture is stable in this composition region.

The molar volume (Vm) of the {011}B1TiNx end-member
compounds are overestimated by 1%–2% compared to experi-
ments [84–88] (Fig. 16), which is similar to the result for TiCx. Con-
trasting TiCx, Vm does not reach a maximum value at the Ti6N5
composition, which agrees with the absence of a minimum of the
formation energy at the same composition. The molar volume de-
pends on the exact configuration of vacancies. For each composi-
tion the most stable compound corresponds to the highest molar
volume, which is opposite to the relation for TiCx. The most sta-
ble TiCx structures have lattice planes that are completely empty
and, as discussed above, this results in a considerable volume re-
laxation. The ground-state {011}B1TiNx structures do not have any
empty lattice planes, which hinders volume relaxation since the
optimum distance of the p–d covalent bonds must be maintained
in all directions. Some of the metastable TiNx compounds have
empty lattice planes and others at least have more open space
than the ground-state structures, i.e. directions without significant
p–d bonding. This explains why the metastable structures exhibit
lower molar volume than the ground-state structures. The bulk
moduli of the {011}B1TiNx end-member compounds are plotted as
function of composition in Fig. 17. As for TiCx, there is a negative
deviation from linearity and there is also a dip at the Ti2N com-
position, however for δ-TiNx the structures that exhibit low bulk
modulus are not the ground-state structures (compare with TiCx).
Since the lowest-energy structure of {011}B1Ti2Ndoesnot have any
empty lattice planes, it does not exhibit the same simple deforma-
tion modes as the ground-state {111}B1 Ti2C structure. The calcu-
Fig. 16. The molar volume (Vm) of the {011}B1 TiNx end-member compounds at 0
K. The molar volumes of the lowest-energy structures (see Fig. 12) are highlighted
in black. The experimental data are from Refs. [84] (Aigner), [85] (Timofeeva
et al.), [86] (Houska), [87] (Holmberg) and [88] (Christensen et al.). All experimental
data refers to 298 K.

Fig. 17. The bulk modulus (B) of TiNx in the {011}B1 stacking model at 0 K.
The solid dots correspond to the lowest-energy end-member compounds for each
composition. The open dots correspond to the remaining structures (see text for
discussion). The experimental values refer to 298 K and they are from Refs. [80]
(Yang et al.) and [81] (Young).

lated bulk modulus for TiN is in rather good agreement with the
experimental value in Ref. [80].

4.2. TiCxNy

We have calculated the formation energy (Hf ) and the molar
volume (Vm) for all the ternary end-member compounds that can
be constructed from the {111}B1 and {011}B1 stacking models. For
each model there is a total of 729 end-member compounds, some
of which are crystallographically equivalent, and because this
huge number visualization of the results is difficult. Nevertheless
Figs. 18 and 19 (20 and 21) attempt to portray the formation
energy (molar volume) of the ternary compounds. Both compound
energies and molar volumes (Figs. 20 and 21) show a regular
behavior. Theminimum formation energy at the Ti6C5 composition
gradually disappears as nitrogen is added to the system. Similarly
the maximum of the molar volume disappears as nitrogen atoms
replaces carbon atoms at the Ti6X5 composition. We note that
Ti6C2N2 in the CCNNVaVa{111} structure exhibits a rather low
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Fig. 18. The formation energy of the {111}B1 TiCxNy end-member compounds (0 K).

Fig. 19. The formation energy of the {011}B1 TiCxNy end-member compounds (0 K).

molar volume compared to the other structures of the same
composition, however the energy is less affected. The vacancy-
free pseudo-binary TiC–TiN side behaves almost like an ideal
solid solution, both in terms of compound energies and lattice
parameters (follows Vegard’s law). The curvature of the stability
surface suggests that the binary miscibility gaps extend into the
ternary phase field. The bulk moduli (Fig. 22) also exhibit a regular
composition dependence.

4.3. Assessment and phase diagram calculations

The formation energies of the end-member compounds that
were presented in the previous sections will now be used
in the CEF model for the δ phase, which together with the
thermodynamic models for the remaining phases in the Ti–C–N
system constitute a database that can be used for thermodynamic
equilibrium calculations with for example the Thermo-Calc
software package [56]. Before the database is ready for use the
free parameters described in Section 3.2 must be fitted. We
emphasize that we do not use any fitting parameters in the δ
phase description. Belowwe present the individual assessments of
Ti–C and Ti–N, as well as predictions from the combined database
for Ti–C–N. We will pay particular attention to the importance of
order–disorder reactions and their effect on the phase equilibria.

The fully ordered ground-state structures that were discussed
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 will develop into partially ordered
Fig. 20. The molar volume of the {111}B1 TiCxNy end-member compounds (0 K).

Fig. 21. The molar volume of the {011}B1 TiCxNy end-member compounds (0 K).

Fig. 22. The bulk modulus of TiCxNy in the {111}B1 stacking model.

phases, each occupying a finite-size domain of composition and
temperature, in the calculated T–c phase diagrams. In order to
refer to these partially ordered (as well as to the completely
disordered) phases we extend the meaning of the end-member
notations introduced in Table 3 to also include cases of partial
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Fig. 23. The assessed Ti–C phase diagram as obtained with the six-sublattice model for the δ phase. The numbers inside the δ phase represent; ‘1’ the disordered (TiCx), ‘2’
AAABBB{111} (Ti2C), ‘3’ AAAAAB{111} (Ti6C5) and ‘4’ AAAABB{111} (Ti6C4) type of structures. The experimental data are from Refs. [90] (Wagner), [91] (Rudy), [89] (Cadoff and
Nielsen), [93] (van Loo and Bastin) and [92] (Bickerdike and Hughes).
Table 4
The optimized parameter set for the Ti–C system with the δ phase described within the six-sublattice models

Gα
TiC0.5

Gβ

TiC3
0 Lβ

C,Va
0 LLC,Va

1 LLC,Va

a + bT + 0.5 ◦ Gα
Ti + 0.5 ◦ Gδ

TiC a + 2 ◦ GC +
◦ Gδ

TiC a + bT a + bT a

a = 4291.87043 a = 200 000 a = −530 797.386 a = −187 209.954 a = −22 533.1404
b = −4.29152365 b = 107.476088 b = −9.98004767

The unit is J/mol and the values are given per formula unit.
site occupancy. Thus, A and B in a notation like AAABBB{111} will
hereafter denote any two different compositions, for instance, A =

C0.8Va0.2 and B = C0.3Va0.7; the notation itself will now refer to
any configuration of the δ phase in which the occupancy of the
first three sublattices is different from that of the second three
sublattices (the occupancy being the same within each triade). In
the specific case of a binary δ-TiCx phase the structure denoted
as AAABBB{111} corresponds to the partially ordered phase of Ti2C
type (that can alternatively be described as a partially ordered
L11 superstructure formed by the carbon atoms and vacancies on
the carbon sublattice). For the other partially ordered Ti (C, N, Va)
phases discussed in Section 4.1wewill use the following notations:
AAABBB{111} ≡ Ti2C, AAAABB{111} ≡ Ti3C2, AAAAAB{111} ≡ Ti6C5,
AAABBB{011} ≡ Ti2N, AAAABB{011} ≡ Ti3N2, and AAAAAB{011} ≡

Ti6N5. Since we are using two six-sublattice models, {111}B1 and
{011}B1 type, we also get two descriptions for the completely
disordered δ phase, AAAAAA{111} and AAAAAA{011}, respectively, in
the notations introduced above. These descriptions are degenerate
near the vacancy-free end-member compounds TiC and TiN, as
well as near the fcc-Ti, but are slightly different for vacancy site
fractions intermediate between 0 and 1. In the following,we ignore
this difference and always select the description that gives the
lowest free energy at the given temperature and composition.

4.3.1. TiC
The model parameters in the Ti–C system were adjusted to the

following thermodynamic information (see Fig. 23):

• The solubility of carbon in α-Ti from Refs. [89,90].
• The solubility of carbon in β-Ti from Ref. [90].
• The congruent melting point of TiCx (3340 ± 15 K) as reported

in Ref. [91].
• The perectoid temperature of α-Ti (1193 ± 3 K) from Ref. [89].
• The eutectic melting point of β-Ti (1923 ± 3 K) from Ref. [92].
• The temperature of the δ + liquid + graphite equilibrium
(3049 ± 6 K) as determined in Ref. [91].

• The liquidus data from Ref. [92].

This choice of critical set of experiments was based on earlier
assessment work by Jonsson [24]. First the α-Ti parameters
(◦ Gα

TiC0.5
) and the β-Ti parameters (0 Lβ

C,Va) were fitted separately
to the carbon solubility in each phase. Then the liquid description
(0 LLC,Va and

1 LLC,Va) was fitted to themelting points, the three-phase
equilibrium and the liquidus data, keeping the other parameters
fixed, and finally all the parameters were optimized together. In
the assessment we attributed rather low statistical weight to the
liquidus data in Ref. [92]. The final parameter set is listed in Table 4.

Fig. 23 shows the Ti–C phase diagram calculated with our
assessed thermodynamic model. The experimental information
that was used in the assessment, as well as a number of
other experimental data points [89,90,92,93] that were employed
for validation are also included in Fig. 23. Overall the model
reproduces the phase boundaries and the two-phase fields with
good accuracy. The almost vertical δ phase boundary at the carbon
poor side of the δ phase field is reproduced and an analysis
of the site fraction occupation reveals that the extension of the
phase field is limited by the stability of an almost stoichiometric
compound. Below 1140 K this compound is of Ti3C2 (AAAABB{111})
type (labeled as ‘4’ in Fig. 23) and above 1140 K the stable
structure is instead of Ti2C (AAABBB{111}) type (labeled as ‘2’
in Fig. 23), which is in qualitative agreement with Monte-Carlo
simulations of Ref. [22]. The transition occurs within a very thin
two-phase field extending from the δ phase boundary at 1140 K.
At 1690 K the low carbon δ phase boundary splits into another
two-phase field, where the carbon-poor phase is disordered TiCx
(labeled as ‘1’ in Fig. 23) and the carbon rich phase exhibits the
AAABBB{111} superstructure. The experimental data for the δ and
the δ + α phase stability [89,93] give support for this disordering
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reaction, however compared to experiments the order/disorder
temperature seems to be overestimated. This is, at least, partly
due to the inability of the current CEF sublattice model to account
for short range order in the disordered state. The AAABBB{111}
phase field finally transforms into the disordered TiCx structure
at sufficiently high temperature (T > 2470 K).1 The transition is
very close to second order. The phase field to the right of Ti3C2
represents a two-phase equilibrium between Ti3C2 and a phase
derived from the Ti6C5 superstructure (AAAAAB{111} and labeled
as ‘3’ in Fig. 23). Another thin two-phase field emerges close to
the TiC composition. The low-carbon phase belongs to the Ti6C5
type and the carbon rich phase represents the AAABBB{111} type
of structure, which, upon addition of carbon, almost immediately
transforms into a completely disordered state with a small
fraction of vacancies. At low temperature the latter transition
is hardly possible to detect. Due to the configurational entropy
the disordered phase field widens with increasing temperature.
The carbon composition at the congruent melting point of δ-TiCx
is almost perfectly reproduced within our sublattice model (the
congruent composition was not part of the assessment set), which
highlights the relation between the position of the congruent
melting point and the high stability of the Ti6C5 compound. From
the discussion above it is evident that our assessed sublattice
model is capable of describing the full internal structure, i.e. order
and disorder, of the TiCx phase, as well as the external phase
boundaries. Just above the order–disorder reaction at 1690 K the δ-
phase field is narrower than predicted by experiments. The main
reason for this deviation is the assumption that the temperature
dependence of Gibbs energy can be expressed as a linear
combination of the temperature dependence of ◦ Gδ

Ti and ◦ Gδ
TiC

(the Neumann–Kopp rule). According to the Debye–Grüneisen
model there is a negative deviation from this assumption, which
is illustrated for a disordered material in Fig. 24 (see below for
details). Themagnitude of the deviation is temperature dependent
and this temperature dependence can be parameterized using, for
example, a quadratic polynomial. If the Neumann–Kopp correction
is derived for, and applied to, each end-member compound
separately, certain compounds will become very stable at high
temperature due to their low bulk modulus. In particular this
is the case for the Ti2C and Ti6C2 compounds with completely
empty {111}B1 planes. This leads to spurious high-temperature
ordering. The correction to the Neumann–Kopp rule is most
important at high temperature and consequently we would like
the correction to reflect the properties of the disordered state and
not the individual end-member compounds. The Neumann–Kopp
correction for a disordered material can be evaluated by utilizing
a general CEF site fraction expansion of the correction for each
end-member compound. This is illustrated in Fig. 24. In order
to avoid high-temperature ordering the correction should be
applied to the total free energy of the δ phase as function of
composition and not to each end-member compound separately.
This would stabilize the δ phase in the specified composition range
but it would only marginally influence the constant composition
ordering temperatures. Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to
implement such amodelwithin existing thermodynamic software,
in our case Thermo-Calc, since the CEFmodel is only parameterized
with site fractions for individual sublattices and not the mole
fractions that would be appropriate for themodel described above.
One solution is to use a so-called two-phase description of the δ
phase, i.e. one part for the ordered contribution to the Gibbs free
energy and one for the disordered part [94]. The disordered part is

1 Since the Thermo-Calc software is not able to detect this transition
automatically it was identified by studying the heat capacity (Cp) as function of
temperature and composition.
Fig. 24. The deviation from the Neumann–Kopp rule for disordered TiCx at 1500 K,
derived from the Debye–Grüneisen model applied to the {111}B1 stacking model
(see text for details).

expressed as a function of themole fractions and thus it can be used
tomodel the correction for the deviation from the Neumann–Kopp
rule. Unfortunately such a model has not yet been implemented
for phase descriptions that contain six separate sublattices. An
alternative solution is to add the disordered Neumann–Kopp
correction to each end-member compound separately. This model
is easy to implement within the existing framework, but the
ordering tendencies at high temperature are still increased to
some extent. Nevertheless we have used the latter approach to
model the deviation from the Neumann–Kopp rule. We expect
the model to give a conservative estimate of the Neumann–Kopp
correction. Fig. 25 shows the revised phase diagram (re-assessed)
and the width of the δ-phase field is indeed better described. The
correction to the Neumann–Kopp rule also increases the degree of
nonstoichiometry for the TiCx phase in equilibrium with graphite,
which finds support in the experimental data [93]. As expected
from the model formulation, the order/disorder temperatures
calculated with the Neumann–Kopp correction are higher than for
the uncorrected phase description.

The six-sublattice model of TiCx makes accurate predictions,
but at the same time it forces us to calculate the energies
of a large number of end-member compounds. Moreover, the
actual phase diagram calculation becomes complicated since the
thermodynamic softwaremust solve quite a complex optimization
problem. In this context it may be a good option to develop a
simpler model, even though some details are inevitably lost. One
alternative is to fit a two-sublattice model, as defined in Eq. (5),
to the enthalpy and entropy predicted by the six-sublattice model.
Such a model will be simple to use; it will describe the disordered
state correctly and predict energies in agreement with the full
six-sublattice model. Of course, the two-sublattice model contains
only one nonmetallic sublattice and, therefore, cannot capture any
ordering reactions. Fig. 26 shows the phase diagram predicted by
a two-sublattice model that has been fitted to the enthalpy and
entropy from the six-sublattice model between 298 and 3500 K.
For the fitting procedure we used the 0 Lδ

C,Va and
1 Lδ

C,Va parameters,
which were allowed a quadratic temperature dependence. The
optimized parameters are listed in Table 6. We have verified
that the quadratic temperature dependence does not give rise
to any unphysical behavior in the temperature range of interest
(298–6000 K). To complete the two-sublattice model Table 7
contains the calculated low-temperature end-member enthalpies
for δ-TiC, fcc-Ti and ε-Ti2C. For comparison Table 7 also contains
values from earlier assessments. We note that our o Hδ

TiC value is
in the middle of the assessed range of values [24–26,41] and for
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Fig. 25. The Ti–C phase diagram as predicted by the six-sublattice model for the δ phase that includes a correction for the deviation from the Neumann–Kopp rule. The
numbers inside the δ phase represent; ‘1’ the disordered (TiCx), ‘2’ AAABBB{111} (Ti2C), ‘3’ AAAAAB{111} (Ti6C5) and ‘4’ AAAABB{111} (Ti6C4) type of structures. The experimental
data are from Refs. [90] (Wagner), [91] (Rudy), [89] (Cadoff and Nielsen), [93] (van Loo and Bastin) and [92] (Bickerdike and Hughes).
Fig. 26. The Ti–C phase diagrampredicted by a two-sublatticemodel (full line) that
has been fitted to reproduce the thermodynamic properties of the full six-sublattice
model (dotted line).

o Hδ
Ti2C

we report a value in-between the two assessments [40,41].
We recall that our end-member values were obtained directly
from DFT calculations for static lattices and thus should be a slight
overestimation of the 298 K values (more negative). Except for the
ordering reactions, the two-sublattice model correctly reproduces
the original phase diagram in Fig. 23. Since the low temperature
δ phase boundary is bounded by an ordered compound, the
two-sublattice model cannot capture its exact location. The two-
sublattice model is much easier to use for extrapolation to higher
order systems than the multisublattice model.

The ordering temperatures in Fig. 23 are overestimated
compared to both experiments and theoretical Monte Carlo
simulations, which is expected for models of mean field type. We
note that even though the titanium carbides do not reach the
long range ordered state above the formal order/disorder limit,
they exhibit significant short range order [22]. The short range
order (SRO) should also be visible in materials that are unable
to form long range ordered structures due to kinetic restrictions.
The short range order should reflect the properties of the long
range ordered structure, i.e both structures should exhibit the
same kind of carbon-vacancy correlation. This can be measured by
an appropriate order parameter, for example the Warren–Cowley
short range order parameter. The Warren–Cowley short range
order parameter is defined as [5]

αA–B
n = 1 −

〈
pAi p

B
j

〉
|Ri−Rj|=Rn〈

pAi
〉 〈
pBj
〉 (15)

where
〈
pAi p

B
j

〉
|Ri−Rj|=Rn

denotes the conditional probability of
finding a B atom on site j given that there is an A atom on site
i,
〈
pAi
〉
is the probability of finding an A atom on site i and

〈
pBj
〉

is the probability of finding a B atom on site j.
∣∣Ri − Rj

∣∣ = Rn
is the distance between site i and j, which also identifies the
coordination shelln.αA–B

n = 0 corresponds to a completely random
sample, αA–B

n < 0 implies that the probability of finding A and
B at a distance Rn is higher than for the random distribution. For
αA–B
n > 0 the relationship is reversed. By construction sublattice

models describe long range ordered structures, but, starting from
the definition of theWarren–Cowley short range order parameter,
it is possible to evaluate an effective (short range) order parameter
from the site fractions that are obtained from the free energy
minimization of the CEF model for the δ phase. Within the six-
sublattice model the relation between αA–B

n and the sublattice site
fractions (yk) is

αA–B
n = 1 −

6
Zn

6∑
i=1

6∑
j=1

yAi m
(n)
ij yBj(

6∑
k=1

yAk

)(
6∑

l=1
yBl

) . (16)

Here mn
i,j is a matrix element that represents the number of times

that sublattice j participates in the n coordination for sublattice
i and Zn is the coordination number. Inside a two-phase field
the effective αA–B

n parameter can be evaluated by calculating αA–B
n

for each individual phase and then averaging with respect to the
phase fractions. Table 3 contains αX–Va

n for all the ordered {111}B1
and {011}B1 end-member compounds. In Figs. 27 and 28 we plot
the effective C–Va SRO parameters for TiC0.64 and TiC0.76 at 1173
K, respectively. Ref. [95] measured these SRO parameters using
inelastic neutron scattering. Our sublattice model reproduces the
experimental trends correctly, but compared to the data in Ref. [95]
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Table 5
The optimized parameter set for the Ti–N system with the δ phase described within the six-sublattice model

Gα
TiN0.5

0 Lα
N,Va Gβ

TiN3
0 Lβ

N,Va

a + bT + 0.5 ◦ Gα
Ti + 0.5 ◦ Gδ

TiN a a + bT + 2 ◦ GN + 1 ◦ Gδ
TiN a

a = −19 124.2707 a = 1526.22503 a = 1154 366.46 a = −1767 349.34
b = −2.31203037 b = 144.092990
0 LLN,Va

1 LLN,Va Gε
Ti2N

a a a + bt +
◦ Gα

Ti +
◦ Gδ

TiN −
◦ Hδ

TiN(298)

a = −393 984.594 a = −156 099.352 a = from calc.
b = 3.91737084

The ‘from calc.’ notation implies that the value was not optimized, but instead obtained directly from calculations. The unit is J/mol and the values are given per formula
unit.
Fig. 27. The C–Va SRO parameter for TiC0.64 at 1173 K. The experimental points are
from Ref. [95].

we overestimate the SRO parameters, which is in line with the
fact that our predicted ordering temperatures are higher than
in experiments. The negative SRO parameters for the 1st and,
especially, the 2nd coordination shell reflect the tendency of
carbon atoms to prefer vacancies in these positions and instead
avoid them in the 3rd and the 4th coordination shells. Since all
the m(n)

k,l parameters are identical in the 5th coordination shell the
SRO parameters must all be 0. Even though the theoretical SRO
parameter predictions do not agree perfectly with experiments,
we are quite satisfied with the fact that our six-sublattice model
captures the qualitative trends up the the fifth coordination shell.

4.3.2. TiN
The following thermodynamic information was used to fit the

model parameters in the Ti–N system (see Fig. 29):

• the α-Ti + δ-TiNx equilibrium compositions from Ref. [37].
• the α-Ti + ε-Ti2N equilibrium compositions from Ref. [37].
• the phase stability of α-Ti, β-Ti and two-phase α-Ti + β-Ti

mixtures from Ref. [96].
• the liquid + gas + δ-TiNx equilibrium temperature and N2

partial pressure as given in Ref. [97] and interpreted in Ref. [35].
• the peritectic melting point of α-Ti (2623±25 K) as reported in

Ref. [96].
• the peritectic melting point of β-Ti (2293±25 K) from Ref. [96].
• the solubility of N in the liquid phase from Ref. [96].
• the decomposition temperature of ε-Ti2N (1332 ± 13 K) as

reported in Ref. [99].

First we fitted the α-Ti parameters (◦ Gα
TiN0.5

and 0 Lα
N,Va) to

the α-Ti + δ-TiNx and α-Ti + ε-Ti2N equilibrium compositions.
Then the β-Ti parameters (◦ Gβ

TiN3
and 0 Lβ

N,Va) were adjusted to the
Fig. 28. The C–Va SRO parameter for TiC0.76 at 1173 K. The experimental points are
from Ref. [95].

phase stability of α-Ti, β-Ti and two-phase α-Ti + β-Ti mixtures,
keeping the α-Ti parameters fixed. The 0 LLN,Va parameter was
optimized to the liquid + gas + δ-TiNx equilibrium temperature
and N2 partial pressure. The peritectic melting points and the
solubility of N in the liquid phase were used to optimize 1 LLN,Va.
All the nonliquid parameters were fixed during the optimization
of the liquid model. The ◦ Gε

Ti2N
parameter was determined by

the experimentally prescribed decomposition temperature. Finally
all parameters were optimized simultaneously and the resulting
parameter set is listed in Table 5. Initially we tried to calculate the
Ti–N phase diagram using the {111}B1 stacking model for the δ-
TiNx phase, but within this model it was difficult to quantitatively
predict the peritectic melting temperatures of α-Ti and β-Ti, and
the α-Ti + δ-TiNx equilibrium compositions in a consistent way.
These failureswere all related to the too low stability of the {111}B1
δ phase at the Ti2N composition. By introducing the {011}B1
stacking model this problem could be resolved. Fig. 29 illustrates
the Ti–N phase diagram predicted by the assessed thermodynamic
model. The phase diagram contains the experimental information
that was used in the assessment as well as a number of other
data points that were employed for validation [37,96,98]. Our
assessed thermodynamic model makes reasonable predictions of
the phase diagram, though there are some deviations for the
α-Ti + δ-TiNx equilibrium compositions at high temperature.
In conjunction with the Ti–C case, the reason for this partial
failure is the assumption that the temperature dependence of
the free energy can be expressed as a linear combination of the
temperature dependence of Gδ

TiN and Gδ
Ti (the Neumann–Kopp

rule). Fig. 30 shows the deviation from the Neumann–Kopp rule
at 1500 K for disordered δ-TiNx, which was derived in the same
way as for TiCx (see Section 4.3.1). Using the same approach as
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Fig. 29. The Ti–N phase diagram calculated with the assessed thermodynamic model based on the six-sublattice model. The numbers inside the δ phase represent; ‘1’ the
disordered (TiNx), ‘2’ AAABBB{011} (Ti2N), ‘3’ AAAAAB{011} (Ti6N5) and ‘4’ AAAABB{111} (Ti6N4) type of structures. The experimental data are from Refs. [37] (Etchessahar), [96]
(Palty) and [98] (Wolff).
Fig. 30. The deviation from the Neumann–Kopp rule for disordered TiNx at 1500
K derived from the Debye–Grüneisen model applied to the {011}B1 stacking model
(see text for details).

for δ-TiCx we corrected the database for this deviation and re-
assessed the thermodynamic description of the Ti–N system. The
result is shown in Fig. 31 and indeed the prediction of the α-Ti+ δ-
TiCx equilibrium compositions at high temperature is in better
agreement with experiments. The peritectic melting points of α-
Ti and β-Ti as well as the solubility of N in the liquid phase are also
better described.

Let us now discuss the details of the phase diagram in Fig. 29.
At the Ti2N composition the ε phase is stable up to 1332
K [99], but if this phase is suspended (removed from equilibrium
calculation) the δ phase becomes stable in the expected ground-
state AAABBB{011} configuration (labeled as ‘2’ in Fig. 29). There is
a small kink at 1720 K at the N poor side of the δ phase boundary,
which is the effect of a phase transformation from the AAABBB{011}
type of structure to a completely disordered state (labeled as ‘1’
in Fig. 29). On the nitrogen rich side of the ε phase there is an
ε + δ-TiNx phase field. At low temperature (T < 720 K) the δ-TiNx
phase that participates in the equilibrium exhibits the Ti6N5
ordering type with one almost empty sublattice (labeled as ‘3’
in Fig. 29). However, the vacancies are not equally distributed
among the remaining five sublattices. Instead they order according
to a AACBBD{011} pattern where either C or D is the sublattice
with high vacancy content. The C and D sublattices belong to the
same {011}B1 plane. The stability of this structure type originates
from the low formation energy of the AABAAB{011} compound at
the Ti3N2 composition (see Fig. 12). We note that this structure
is different from the ground-state predicted by Hart et al. [23].
Above 720 K the δ phase orders according to the AAABBB{011}
pattern, which finally transforms into a completely disordered
state above 1860 K. Just as for TiCx there is a phase field close
to the TiN composition that is completely disordered down to
low temperature. For TiCx the AAABBB{111} structure appeared
to the left of the completely disordered phase field (left implies
less nitrogen) and it was stable down to very low temperature,
however there is no such correspondence for TiNx. Instead the
two-phase field involves Ti6N5 + disordered TiNx. Compared to
TiCx, ordering in TiNx occurs at lower temperatures and moreover
there is no separation of the Ti3N2 and Ti6N5 phase fields. In
the same way as for the Ti–C system, we have used the six-
sublattice model to fit a simple two-sublattice model for the δ
phase. The 0 Lδ

N,Va and 1 Lδ
N,Va parameters were used for the fitting

procedure and they were allowed to have a quadratic temperature
dependence. Table 6 lists the optimized parameter values and
Table 7 contains calculated values for the low-temperature end-
member enthalpies of δ-TiN, fcc-Ti and ε-Ti2N. We have verified
that the quadratic temperature dependence does not give rise
to any unphysical behavior in the temperature range of interest
(298–6000 K). For comparison Table 7 also contains values from
earlier assessments. We predict o Hδ

TiN to be very close to the
previous assessements [35,36,41]. For o Hδ

Ti2N
our value is slightly

lower than the corresponding assessed values [35,36,41]. We
recall that our end-member values were obtained directly from
DFT calculations for static lattices and thus should be a slight
overestimation of the 298 K values (more negative). The resulting
phase diagram (Fig. 32) accurately represents thephase boundaries
predicted by the six-sublattice model, however the details that are
related to ordering reactions are lost.

In Fig. 33 we have plotted the N–Va Warren–Cowley SRO
parameters for TiN0.82 at 973 K. This parameter was evaluated
according to the procedure for TiCx. Compared to the experimental
data from Ref. [100] we overestimate the SRO parameters, but the
{011}B1 stacking model reproduces the trends correctly. For the
TiN0.82 composition the {111}B1 stackingmodel yields more or less
the same SRO parameters (not shown) as the {011}B1 model, which
is due the similarity of the compoundenergies and their correlation
functions. However, for the Ti2N composition there is a significant
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Table 6
The optimized parameter set for the two-sublattice models of the TiCx , TiNy and TiCxNy systems
0 Lδ

C,Va
1 Lδ

C,Va
0 Lδ

N,Va
1 Lδ

N,Va

a + bT + cT 2 a + bT + cT 2 a + bT + cT 2 a + bT + cT 2

a = −57 025.4764 a = −97 872.0361 a = −89 036.4097 a = −73 268.8944
b = 1729.71832 b = 3523.81491 b = 2117.07751 b = 2466.81895
c = −0.00362344859 c = −0.00727876954 c = −0.00447619290 c = −0.00511879302
0 Lδ

C,N,Va
1 Lδ

C,N,Va
2 Lδ

C,N,Va
0 Lδ

C,N

a + bT a + bT a + bT a

a = −235 361.777 a = 20 934.5995 a = −205 732.594 a = −23 417.3018
b = 222.217005 b = −693.037543 b = 438.503463

The unit is J/mol and the values are given per formula unit.
Table 7
The calculated end-member enthalpies for δ-TiC, δ-TiN, fcc-Ti, ε-Ti2C and ε-Ti2N at 0 K

◦ Hδ
TiC

◦ Hδ
TiN

◦ Hδ
Ti

◦ Hε
Ti2C

◦ Hε
Ti2N

Present work −163748.016 −333770.032 5276.20826 −186561.804 −383860.992
Jonsson −188000 [24] −337000 [35] 6000 [24] −205000 [40] −400000 [35]
Zeng et al. [36] −336000 6000 −403000
Seifert et al. [25] −155000 6000
Dumitrescu et al. [26] −149000
Frisk [41] −180000 −337000 6000 −166000 −400000

The unit is J/mol and the values are given per formula unit. These values were used as the enthalpy at 298 K for the end-member compounds in the two-sublattice model
of the δ phase. For comparison the table also includes values from previous assessments (calculated at 298 K from the published assessments). The latter values have been
rounded off.
Fig. 31. The Ti–N phase diagram as predicted by the six-sublattice model that includes a correction for the deviation from the Neumann–Kopp rule. The number inside the
δ phase represent; ‘1’ the disordered (TiNx), ‘2’ AAABBB{011} (Ti2N), ‘3’ AAAAAB{011} (Ti6N5) and ‘4’ AAAABB{111} (Ti6N4) type of structures. The experimental data are from
Refs. [37] (Etchessahar), [98] (Wolff) and [96] (Palty).
difference between the two stackingmodels, which is illustrated in
Fig. 34. This figure shows the N–Va SRO parameter for the ordered
structures of AAABBB{011} and AAABBB{111} type. These twomodels
even predict different signs for the SRO parameters, which
implies that they represent completely different interactions. This
rationalizes the necessity of formulating two different sublattice
models for the TiCx and TiNx phases. Fig. 34 also shows the
calculated N–Va SRO parameters within the {011}B1 and {111}B1
stacking models at 993 K. The {011}B1 value is almost identical
to the completely ordered case, while the {111}B1 parameters
differ from the ideally ordered AAABBB{111} compound, which is
consistent with the fact that the equilibrium {111}B1 state tries to
mimic the more favorable coordination in the {011}B1 model.

4.3.3. TiCxNy
Now that we have derived thermodynamic descriptions for the

Ti–C and Ti–N systems, we are ready to merge these databases
to make predictions for the ternary Ti–C–N system. In order
to extend the sublattice model for the δ phase to the ternary
case we must add the formation energies of the ternary end-
member compounds. The ternary model currently assumes that
the temperature dependence of the Gibbs energy for the end-
member compounds can be expressed as a linear combination
of the temperature dependent parts of ◦ Gδ

Ti,
◦ Gδ

TiC and ◦ Gδ
TiN.

For the binary subsystems we also applied a correction term
that was derived from a Debye–Grüneisen model of the phonon
contribution to the thermal properties. The same approach
can be used for the ternary system, but at present we have
not implemented this correction. Figs. 35–38 show constant
temperature projections of the Ti–C–N system at 773 K, 1423 K
and 1923 K. The predicted phase diagrams agree well with the
experimental data included in the figures. Below we discuss and
analyze these phase diagrams in detail.
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Fig. 32. The Ti–Nphase diagrampredicted by a two-sublatticemodel (full line) that
has been fitted to reproduce the thermodynamic properties of the full six-sublattice
model (dotted line).

Fig. 33. The N–Va SRO parameters for TiN0.82 at 993 K. The parameters were
evaluated within the {011}B1 stacking model. The experimental data are from
Ref. [100].

Fig. 34. The N–Va SRO parameters for Ti2N calculated within the {011}B1 and the
{111}B1 stacking models at 993 K. The SRO parameters for the completely ordered
structures of the {011}B1 and the {111}B1 type are also shown.
Fig. 35. The Ti–C–N phase diagram at 773 K predicted by the thermodynamic
description based on the six-sublattice model for the δ phase. The experimental
data points are from Arbuzov et al. [42]. The numbers inside the δ-phase
field represent; ‘1’ the disordered (TiCxNy), ‘2’ AAAAAB{011} (Ti6(C,N)5, {011}),
‘3’ AAAAAB{111} (Ti6(C,N)5, {111}), ‘4’ AAAABB{111} (Ti6(C,N)4, {111}) and ‘5’
AAABBB{011} (Ti2(C,N), {011}) type of structures.

Fig. 36. The Ti–C–N phase diagram at 1423 K predicted by the thermodynamic
description based on the six-sublattice model for the δ phase. The experimental
phase stabilities are from Binder et al. [102]. The numbers inside the δ-phase field
represent; ‘1’ and ‘6’ the disordered (TiCxNy), ‘2’ AAAAAB{011} (Ti6(C,N)5, {011}), ‘3’
AAAAAB{111} (Ti6(C,N)5, {111}), ‘4’ AAAABB{111} (Ti6(C,N)4, {111}), ‘5’ AAABBB{011}
(Ti2(C,N), {011}) and ‘7’ AAABBB{111} (Ti2(C,N), {111}) type of structures.

Fig. 35 shows how the ordered binary δ phase structures extend
into the ternary phase field at 773 K. For example, we predict an
ordered δ phase at the Ti3(C,N)2 composition ({111}B1 structure
type and labeled as ‘4’ in Fig. 35 [compare with the δ′ phase
reported in Ref. [42]]), a two-phase field that corresponds to
Ti3(C,N)2 + Ti6(C,N)5 (both of {111}B1 type, Ti6(C,N)5 is labeled
as ‘3’ in Fig. 35), an ε + Ti3(C,N)2 + Ti2(C,N) three phase triangle
(Ti2(C,N) is of {011}B1 type and labeled as ‘5’ in Fig. 35), an
ε + Ti2(C,N) phase field and an ε + Ti3(C,N)2 phase field. The
Ti6(C,N)5 phase field is formally split into two parts. In addition to
the Ti6(C,N)5 structure of {111}B1 type that wasmentioned above,
there is an equivalent field of {011}B1 type that extends from the
Ti–N binary (labeled as ‘2’ in Fig. 35). The exact boundaries of the
TiCxNy phase fields disagree somewhat with experiments [42], but
the general phase diagram topology is correctly predicted. Due
to slow diffusion the experimental data may not correspond to
complete equilibrium and they are thus also associated with some
uncertainty. We remind that the neglect of the Neumann–Kopp
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Fig. 37. The Ti–C–N phase diagram at 1423 K predicted by the thermodynamic
description based on the six-sublattice model for the δ phase, together with
experimentally measured three phase equilibria and tie-lines [103]. See Fig. 36 for
labeling.

Fig. 38. The Ti–C–N phase diagram at 1923 K predicted by the thermodynamic
description based on the six-sublattice model for the δ phase. The experimental
information is from Mitrofanov et al. [104]. The numbers inside the δ-phase field
represent; ‘1’ the disordered (TiCxNy), ‘2’ AAAAAB{111} (Ti6(C,N)5, {111}) and ‘3’
AAABBB{111} (Ti2(C,N), {111}) type of structures.

correction should give a slight underestimation of the width of the
δ-phase field. Close to the TiC–TiN pseudo-binary side there is a
thin two-phase field, which represents an equilibrium between an
almost vacancy-free phase that is completely disordered (labeled
as ‘1’ in Fig. 35) and a partially ordered Ti6(C,N)5 phase (labeled as
‘2’ or ‘3’ in Fig. 35). In the carbon-rich part there is in fact a very thin
phase field of AAABBB{111} type in-between the two-phase field
and the disordered phase field (hardly distinguishable in Fig. 35
but compare with the binary TiCx case in Section 4.3.1). The latter
reaction divides the disordered phase field into two parts, and
correspondingly a small three-phase triangle appears in the two-
phase field at xN = 0.06. The disordered phase field close to the
TiC–TiN pseudo-binary extends to very low temperature, which
is a consequence of the weak ordering tendency between C, N
and Va at small vacancy concentrations. For example, we predict
the maximum TiC–TiN mixing energy to be 0.037 eV/atom at the
50–50 composition. Using the cluster expansion technique and
Monte Carlo simulations Hart et al. [101] predicted the ordering
temperatures in the TiC–TiN pseudo-binary to be well below room
temperature, which is in good agreement with our results.

At 1423 K the predicted boundary of the δ-phase field is
consistent with the experimental stability ranges of α-Ti +
δ-TiCxNy, β-Ti + δ-TiCxNy and δ-TiCxNy [102]. Moreover, the
α-Ti + β-Ti + δ-TiCxNy three-phase triangle and the
α-Ti + δ-TiCxNy tie-lines are in reasonable agreement with ex-
periments [103] (Fig. 37). The main differences between theory
and experiments for the latter properties in fact arise from the in-
accurate description of the carbon and nitrogen solubility in the
ternary α-Ti and β-Ti phases, which in principle could be adjusted
using ternary interaction parameters. We recall that the applica-
tion of the Neumann–Kopp rule gives rise to slight underestima-
tion of the width of the δ-phase field. The δ-phase field consists
of a number of ordered regions that can be traced back to the bi-
nary compounds of either the {111}B1 or {011}B1 type. Starting
from the Ti–C subsystem, the addition of nitrogen (xN ≥ 0.09) in-
creases the maximum fraction of vacancies in the δ phase, which
is consistent with the fact that δ-TiNx dissolves more vacancies
than δ-TiCx. The increase of the vacancy content is coupled to an
order–disorder reaction between an ordered, or partially ordered,
carbon rich phase of the Ti2C (AAABBB{111}) prototype (labeled as
‘7’ in Fig. 36) and a completely disordered carbon-poor phase (la-
beled as ‘6’ in Fig. 36). The AAABBB{011} structure (labeled as ‘5’
in Fig. 36) that extends from the Ti–N binary side also disorders
upon addition of just a fewpercent of carbon. The disordered phase
field was not present at 773 K and, moreover, neither the TiCx nor
the TiNx subsystems are disordered at 1423 K in the correspond-
ing composition range (see Figs. 23 and 29). Thus we conclude that
mixing of carbon and nitrogen favors disordered structures, which
is partly a consequence of the increased entropy contribution due
to C,N mixing and partly due to destabilization of the ordered bi-
nary compounds. The Ti3(C,N)2 phase that extends from the Ti–C
subsystem (labeled as ‘4’ in Fig. 36) dissolves less N than at 773 K,
instead it transforms into disordered TiCxNy (labeled as ‘6’ in
Fig. 36) or a two-phasemixture of disordered TiCxNy and Ti6(C,N)5
(the latter is labeled as ‘3’ in Fig. 36). From the equilibria between
the phases derived from the {011}B1 and {111}B1 stacking models
close to the Ti–N side we conclude that only a few per-cent of C is
necessary to shift the balance between the {011}B1 and {111}B1 su-
perstructures. At low and intermediate nitrogen content the thin
two-phase field close to the TiC–TiN pseudo-binary corresponds
to Ti6(C,N)5 + Ti2(C,N), which follows from the phase stability
in the binary Ti–C system. For the remaining nitrogen range the
equilibrium is instead between Ti6(C,N)5 and disordered TiCxNy.
The transformation between the two phase regions occurs in a thin
three-phase triangle close to the Ti–C subsystem (xC = 0.35). The
Ti6(C,N)5 phase field is divided into two parts that correspond to
the {111}B1 (from the TiCx binary side and labeled as ‘3’ in Fig. 36)
and the {011}B1 (from the TiNx binary side and labeled as ‘2’ in
Fig. 36) stacking structures. At 1923 K the δ-phase field is disor-
dered along the TiNx binary subsystem, while ordered structures
still extends from the TiCx binary into the ternary phase field. High
carbon concentration favors ordering while high N concentration
favors disordered structures, which is also evident from the order-
ing temperatures in the binary subsystems. The wide phase field
along the TiCx binary is of AAABBB{111} Ti2C type (labeled as ‘3’ in
Fig. 38). For high vacancy concentrations and low N content there
is a thin, but detectable, two-phase field that separates the or-
dered Ti2(C,N) and disordered phase fields. In the {111}B1 stack-
ing model the AAABBB{111} structure of TiNx is metastable with
respect to the AABABB{111} structure,which eventually destabilizes
the AAABBB{111} superstructure as the nitrogen concentration in-
creases. In its place the AAABBC{111} structure type (the vacancy
concentration is very small for the A sites, intermediate for the B
sites and high for the C site) appears within a narrow carbon but
wide nitrogen concentration range (labeled as ‘2’ in Fig. 38). The
AAABBC{111} structure is bounded by a two-phase field that sep-
arates it from either the disordered or the ordered AAABBB{111}
structure type. The AAABBC{111} structure derives from the binary
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Fig. 39. The Ti–C–N phase diagram at 1423 K predicted by a two-sublattice model
(full line) that has been fitted to reproduce the thermodynamic properties of the
full six-sublattice model.

AAAAAB{111} structure, and it is stabilized by favorable interac-
tions between C and N compared to the AAABBB{111} or disordered
phases. The latter two phases has a higher configurational entropy
than the AAABBC{111} structure. Moreover, since the AAABBC{111}
structure does not extend all the way to the TiC–TiN pseudo-
binary side the favorable interactions must be induced by the
presence of vacancies. At 1923 K there is a significant fraction of
vacancies at the δ-TiCxNy phase boundary in equilibrium with the
gas phase and/or graphite. The thin two-phase field close to the
TiC–TiN pseudo-binary is now part of the two-phase field that sur-
rounds the AAABBC{111} structure. If the temperature is increased
above 1923 K the AAABBC{111} structure will transform into the
AAABBB{111} structure and eventually into the disordered state. The
highest ordering temperatures occurs for the TiCx binary system
and decreases as the nitrogen content increases.

Following the same approach as for the binary subsystems,
see Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we have fitted ternary interaction
parameters in a two-sublattice model, (Ti)1(C,N,Va)1, to the
enthalpies and entropies predicted by the full six-sublatticemodel.
We used a rather large set of interaction parameters; 0 Lδ

C,N,Va,
1 Lδ

C,N,Va,
2 Lδ

C,N,Va and 0 Lδ
C,N, of which the first three parameters

were allowed to have a linear temperature dependence and the
last parameter was a constant. The binary parameters were taken
from the two-sublattice models of TiCx and TiNx that we derived
in Section 4.3.1 and in Section 4.3.2. The interaction parameters
for the two-sublattice model of the ternary δ phase are listed
in Table 6. In Fig. 39 we have plotted the constant temperature
projection at 1423 K predicted by this model. As for the binary
systemswe find that the phase boundaries are accurately predicted
by the two-sublattice model, but the ordering reactions are not
captured.

The isothermal sections at 773K, 1423Kand1923Khave shown
that the δ phase consists of a number of internal phase fields that
originate from different arrangements of carbon atoms, nitrogen
atoms and vacancies (ordered and disordered). The ordered state
of the δ phase and the connection between different ordered phase
fields can be analyzed in terms of Va–Va, C–Va, N–Va and C–N
effective Warren–Cowley short range order parameters. These are
estimated using the same method as for the binary systems. The
αVa–Va
1 andαVa–Va

2 parameters at 1423 K are plotted in Fig. 40. At this
temperature there are three distinguished composition ranges that
display significant short range order. These ranges can be identified
by the corresponding ordered phase fields in Fig. 36, i.e. the labels
‘1’, ‘2’ + ‘3’ and ‘5’. In range ‘1’ vacancies avoid each other in
the second coordination shell, while the first coordination shell
roughly corresponds to a disordered distribution. The vacancies
instead prefer to occupy the third and, especially, the fourth
coordination shells (not shown). This correlation pattern is similar
to the ordered Ti3C2 (AAAABB{111}) compound. Moving from range
‘1’ to range ‘2’ + ‘3’ the αVa–Va

1 parameter changes from 0 to ≈0.8,
while αVa–Va

2 remains constant. This implies that vacancies avoid
each other both in the first and in the second coordination shells,
a state which is possible to achieve due to the low concentration
of vacancies in this range. Vacancies instead prefer to become
third and to some extent also fourth nearest neighbors to each
other. This vacancy correlation is equivalent to that in the ordered
Ti6X5 (AAAAAB{111}) structure type andwe recall that this structure
is quite stable, in particular for carbon-rich materials, which
explains the high degree of short range order in range ‘2’ + ‘3’.
The SRO parameters are smooth and continuous throughout the
common ‘2’ + ‘3’ phase field, even though it is formally made
up of two different phases of {111}B1 and {011}B1 origin. This
underlines the similarities of the {111}B1 and {011}B1 structures in
this composition range. The SRO pattern in range ‘5’ is somewhat
different from the other parts of the δ-phase field. For example
the SRO parameter for the second coordination shell is of opposite
sign compared to range ‘1’ and ‘2’ + ‘3’, i.e. αVa–Va

2 < 0. Range
‘5’ coincides with the Ti2N composition and the SRO pattern is
governed by the stability of the ε and AAABBB{011} structure types.
For xC + xN > 0.47 all the SRO parameters are zero and this
range corresponds to the completely disordered field in the phase
diagram (labeled as ‘1’ in Fig. 36). There is no experimental data
for the short range order in the ternary systems, however from the
binary subsystems we anticipate the CEF models to overestimate
SRO parameters as well as ordering temperatures, but the trends
are expected to be correct. According to Ref. [101] the C–N
interactions are very weak in the TiC–TiN pseudo-binary system,
which is also confirmed by our calculations. For low vacancy
concentrations αC–N

1 and αC–N
2 are both zero, which is illustrated in

Fig. 41. However, if the concentration of vacancies increases above
≈5%, Fig. 41 shows that a certain degree of C–N correlation evolves.
Compared to the Va–Va correlation the latter is a second-order
effect. Nevertheless, vacancies induce an additional correlation and
interaction between carbon and nitrogen atoms.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have used a combined first-principles
and Calphad approach to calculate phase diagrams in the tita-
nium–carbon–nitrogen system. We pay particular attention to the
vacancy-induced ordering of the substoichiometric carbonitride
phase, δ-TiCxNy (x + y < 1).

Monte Carlo simulations have previously revealed the low-
temperature stable phases of binary TiCx and TiNy. We use this
information to formulate sublattice models within the compound
energy formalism (CEF) that are capable of representing the
low-temperature ordered ground-state structures as well as the
high-temperature disordered state of the binary and ternary
carbonitride compounds. The simplest models of this type contain
six separate nonmetal sublattices (plus one for the titanium
atoms) and, even though the models are conceptually quite
simple, their parameterization is nontrivial due to the large
number of end-member compounds. We have obtained the
low-temperature enthalpies of all the end-member compounds
from accurate first-principles calculations. Our CEF models for
the δ phase are fully compatible with regular Calphad phase
descriptions, which enables us to merge the δ phase models with
thermodynamic descriptions of the remaining Ti–C–N phases. The
latter are derived within the traditional Calphad method by fitting
model parameters to experimental data. In the end we obtain a
consistent thermodynamic model of the complete Ti–C–N system,
which reproduces the known experimental information with high
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Fig. 40. αVa–Va
1 (panel A) and αVa–Va

2 (panel B) at 1423 K. Note that the color scale is different in each panel.
Fig. 41. αC–N
1 (panel A) and αC–N

2 (panel B) at 1423 K. Note that the color scale is different in each panel.
accuracy. Our model captures the ordering tendencies of the δ
phase, though ordering temperatures are slightly overestimated.
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